The department of social work named after Charlotte B' and Jack Shapira.

Proud for October 2020, the beginning of the academic year 5781.

Summer vacation marks the end of a period, but the year continues in the same "atmosphere of corona" confusing at times and also disturbing. In all this and with the beginning of year 5781 we want to focus on the good, in the achievements of our companions and us.

Professor Uriela Elkarinoy won commendations of the student representatives at the Aqaba campus for the attention and the traditional response he gave to the students and social work students at the Aqaba campus.

In conclusion, student of the year G: "in the meeting I strengthen my confidence in the system and the feeling that you as a manager see the student and his needs...

I will be very happy that the guidance and the connection with you will be preserved with the students of the department so that, in cooperation and sharing, the department will be able to develop and extend new ideas and take advantage of opportunities.


Professor, Uriela Sarid, head of the department.
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